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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a non-degenerate symplectic, orthogonal, or unitary space of
dimension n over GF(q). Let X be the collection of all totally singular
points (1-spaces) of V, and let U be the collection of all k-subspaces of V of
a given isometry type, either totally singular or non-degenerate. Let H be
the incidence matrix of X with U and letM=HH t. Our purpose here is to
prove the following.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that 2 [ k < n. Then either M is non-singular or
one of the following is true.
(1) U consists of totally singular subspaces of maximal dimension.
(2) V is orthogonal or unitary, and the elements of U are non-degen-
erate hyperplanes of V.
(3) V is orthogonal of even dimension and type e for some e, and the
elements of U have codimension 2 in V and type − e.
(4) M=0. [V is orthogonal, k=2, and the elements of U contain no
singular points.]
Let G be an almost simple classical group and P the stabilizer of a totally
singular 1-space. The action of G on the cosets of P is typically of rank 3
(except when G is linear or G is the 3-dimensional unitary group when G is
2-transitive). Consider the rank 3 cases. Then the complex permutation
module 1GP is a direct sum of three irreducible modules. Let q1 and q2
denote the two nontrivial irreducibles in 1GP . We want to show typically
that both q1 and q2 occur in 1
G
H for certain subgroups of G (in this paper,
H will the be stabilizer of a totally singular or nondegenerate space; in
a sequel we will consider the case where H is an arbitrary maximal
subgroup). Let mi denote the multiplicity of qi in 1
G
H. By Frobenius
reciprocity, we know that m1+m2+1 is the number of H-orbits on totally
singular 1-spaces. Clearly, we need that the number of orbits is at least 3
and we shall show that this is sufficient for the subgroups H that we
consider in this paper.
However, there is no a priori reason that this should hold. For example,
if G=Sn and P is the stabilizer of a subset of size 2, then the action of G on
the cosets of P is rank 3. Then 1GP=1G+q1+q2 where q1 has dimension
n−1. If H is a subgroup of G and mi are as above, then m1 is one less than
the number of orbits of H and so m2 is the number of orbits of H on 2-sets
minus the number of orbits in the natural permutation representation. In
particular, if H is transitive, then m1=0 but H could have many orbits on
2-sets (e.g., take H to be regular of odd order) and so it is possible that
m2=(n−1)/2.
The previous theorem does imply the result we want. These results are
known in a few special cases (for example, when the action is 2-transitive
or when both subgroups are parabolic subgroups)—see in particular
[L1, L2].
Corollary 1.2. Let G be an almost simple classical group with natural
module V of dimension n. If G is linear, assume that G does not contain a
graph automorphism. Let 2 [ k < n−1, and let K be the stabilizer of a non-
degenerate or totally singular k-space of V. Let P be the stabilizer of a
singular 1-space of V. Then the permutation module 1GP is a submodule of 1
G
K
unless one of the following holds.
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(1) K is the stabilizer of a maximal totally singular subspace of V.
(2) K is the stabilizer of a 2-space containing no singular points or the
orthogonal complement of such.
The next result is about monodromy groups of coverings of smooth
projective curves over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p \ 0.
We will define the terms in the corollary later in the paper (see Section 8).
Corollary 1.3. Fix an algebraically closed field of characteristic p \ 0.
Let S be a simple classical group with natural module V of dimension d. The
minimal genus among all almost simple groups G with given socle S is
realized on one of the following permutation actions:
(1) Action on 1-spaces of V.
(2) Action on maximal totally singular subspaces of V.
(3) S is orthogonal and the action is on minus type 2-spaces.
(4) S is linear, d is even and G contains a graph automorphism and the
action is on d/2-spaces or pairs of complementary d/2-spaces.
(5) A non-k-space action.
We prove our theorem by computing eigenvectors and eigenvalues for
the matrix M. We shall also obtain the dimensions of the eigenspaces.
Corollary 1.2 follows from an elementary argument using linear algebra.
Corollary 1.3 follows from a classical result that characterizes the genus of
a curve X as one half the dimension of the a-torsion points of the Jacobian
of X and Frobenius reciprocity.
Let G be the group of all isometries of V. The action of G commutes
withM.
The cases we consider are as follows:
(1) U consists of totally singular k-subspaces, 1 [ k [ w(V), where
w(V) is the largest dimension of a totally singular subspace of V.
(2) U consists of non-degenerate k-subspaces, 2 [ k < n−1 and
M ] 0.
Remark. The condition M ] 0 in case 2 excludes only the situation
where V is orthogonal, k=2, and members of U are of − type.
Remark. The action of G on X is doubly transitive when G has Lie
rank 1. Otherwise, the action of G on X is a rank 3 permutation action.
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2. NOTATION
For a ¥X, set X0(a)={b ¥X : b ı a+ , b ] a}. X1(a)={b ¥X : b ł a+}.
X.(a)={a}. Let a. ¥X be fixed and set Xi=Xi(a.). Set I={i ¥
{., 0, 1} : Xi ]”}, and choose ai ¥Xi for each i ¥ I.
For each i ¥ I, set
Ui(a)={U ¥U : a, ai ’ U},
x=|X|,
xi=|Xi(a)| ,
and
mi=|Ui(a)| .
Note that xi and mi are independent of the choice of a because G acts
transitively on X.
Let X be a complex vector space with basis X, so that X is a permutation
module for G.
For i ¥ I, define the linear transformation Ti on X by
Ti(a)= C
b ¥Xi(a)
b,
and set
T=C
i ¥ I
miTi.
Since g(Xi(a))=Xi(g(a)) for all g ¥ G, it follows that Ti is G-equivariant
for all i ¥ I and so is T.
The eigenvalues for T are easily seen to be the same as the eigenvalues
for M. We shall find a complete set of eigenspaces for T that are spanned
by elements of X of the form ci(a), a ¥X, i ¥ I, where
ci(a)= C
b ¥Xi(a)
b.
Let a=a. and set Xj=Xj(a) and cj=cj(a). For k, i, j ¥ I, set
tkij=|Xj 5Xi(ak)| .
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Lemma 2.1. Ti(cj)=; k ¥ I tkijck, i, j ¥ I.
Proof. If b ¥Xi, then
C
g ¥ Ga
g(b)=|Ga, ai | ci.
For g ¥ Ga, we have Ti(g(cj))=Ti(cj). Also,
Ti(cj)= C
c ¥Xj
C
k ¥ I
C
b ¥Xk 5Xi(c)
b.
Because c ¥Xk(d) if and only if d ¥Xk(c) we have
|Xj | |Xk 5Xi(aj)|=|Xk | |Xj 5Xi(ak)| . (1)
Counting |{(a, b, c) : b ¥Xj(a), c ¥Xk(a), c ¥Xi(b)}| in two ways, it follows
that
|Ga | Ti(cj)= C
c ¥Xj
C
k ¥ I
C
b ¥Xk 5Xi(c)
C
g ¥ Ga
b
=C
k ¥ I
C
c ¥Xj
|Xk 5Xi(c)| |Ga, ai | ck
=C
k ¥ I
|Xj | |Xk 5Xi(aj)| (|Ga |/|Xk |) ck
=|Ga | C
k ¥ I
|Xj 5Xi(ak)| ck. L
Lemma 2.2. (1) tkij=tkji, k, i, j ¥ I.
(2) xktkij=xitikj, k, i, j ¥ I
(3) ; j ¥ I tkij=xi, k, i ¥ I.
(4) t.ii=xi, i ¥ I.
(5) tk.k=tkk.=1, k ¥ I.
(6) t.ij=ti.j=tij.=0, i ] j, i, j ¥ I.
Proof. The second statement follows from the first statement and
Eq. (1), above. The remaining statements follow easily from the defini-
tions. L
Set s(n, k) equal to the number of totally singular k-subspaces in n-space,
and n(n, k) equal to the number of non-degenerate k-spaces of n-space.
When the spaces are orthogonal, we really mean kd-spaces of n e-space.
We dispose of the situation X0=” before considering the general case.
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3. THE DOUBLY TRANSITIVE CASE
Suppose X0=”. Then V contains no totally singular lines. Therefore G
has Lie rank 1. The hypothesis implies that dim V > 2. Therefore V must
be one of the following: orthogonal of dimension 3, orthogonal of dimen-
sion 4 and type − , or unitary of dimension 3. We have x=qr+1 and
x1=qr, where r=1, 2, 3/2 in the respective cases. Furthermore, the
members of U must be non-degenerate because V contains no totally
singular 2-spaces. This implies that m.=n(n, k) s(k, 1)/s(n, 1), and
m1=n(n−2, k−2)=q−(n−k)m..
We have
T=m.T.+m1T1,
T0(c.)=c1,
T0(c1)=x1c.+(x1−1) c1.
Set x1=c.+c1 and x2=x2(a)=x1c.− c1. Set X1=Ox1P and X2=
Ox2(b) : b ¥XP.
We have X=X1+X2,
T1(x1)=x1x1
and
T1(x2)=−x2.
Proposition 3.1. If G has Lie rank 1, V is non-degenerate, and U con-
sists of non-degenerate k-spaces, then X1 and X2 are eigenspaces with respec-
tive eigenvalues (qn−k+qr) n(n−2, k−2) and (qn−k−1) n(n−2, k−2) and
dimensions 1 and q r, r as above.
Proof. X1 and X2 are eigenspaces for T1 by the previous calculation.
The eigenvalue of T on X1 is m.+m1x1=(qn−k+qr) n(n−2, k−2) and the
eigenvalue of T on X2 is m.−m1=(qn−k−1) n(n−2, k−2). L
M is therefore nonsingular when 2 [ k < n.
For the remainder of this section we assume that G is linear with natural
module V of dimension n. Since, in this case we do not have a form, we set
X1=”. We let U be the collection of all k-spaces of V.
We have x=(qd−1)/(q−1) and x1=x−1. Furthermore, the members
of U are totally singular because G stabilizes no form on V. This implies
that m.=l(n, k) l(k, 1)/l(n, 1)=l(n−1, k−1), and m0=l(n−2, k−2)
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=((qk−1−1)/(qn−1−1)) m., where l(n, k) denotes the number of
k-subspaces of n-space.
We have
T=m.T.+m0T0,
T0(c.)=c0,
T0(c0)=x0c.+(x0−1) c0.
Set x1=c.+c0 and x2=x2(a)=x0c.− c0. Set X1=Ox1P. and X2=
Ox2(b) : b ¥XP.
Proposition 3.2. If G is linear with natural module V, and U consists of
k-spaces, with 2 [ k [ n−2, thenX1 andX2 are eigenspaces with respective eigen-
values [(qn−1−1)/(qk−1−1)+l(n, 1)−1] l(n−2, k−2) and [(qn−1−1)/
(qk−1−1)−1] l(n−2, k−2) and dimensions 1 and l(n, 1)−1.
Proof. The argument is identical to that of the proposition above. L
4. THE GENERIC CASE
Now suppose that X0 ]”, so G has Lie rank at least 2. X0 consists of all
totally singular points in a+ distinct from a, and X1 consists of all totally
singular points in V lying outside a+ . It follows from Witt’s Theorem that
Ga is transitive on X0 and X1.
We have |X|=s(n, 1). Every totally singular 2-space U containing a
contains exactly q elements of X0, and every element of X0 generates, with
a, a unique totally singular 2-space. The totally singular 2-spaces contain-
ing a are in one-to-one correspondence with the totally singular 1-spaces in
OaP+/OaP. Therefore
x0=qs(n−2, 1).
Wehaves(n, 1)=(Aq−1)(Bq+1)/(q−1)ands(n−2, 1)=(A−1)(B+1)/
(q−1) where A=qn/2−1−a and B=qn/2−1−b, and a and b are given in the
following table.
Type S O+ O− O° U, n even U, n odd
a 0 0 1 1/2 0 1/2
b 0 1 0 1/2 1/2 0
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Therefore
x=
(Aq−1)(Bq+1)
q−1
,
and
x0=
(A−1)(B+1)
q−1
q.
It follows that
x1=x−x0−1=qAB.
Since Oa, a1P is non-degenerate, it follows that Oa, a1P+ is a non-
degenerate n−2-space (and of the same type as V in the orthogonal case).
Therefore
t100=s(n−2, 1)=
(A−1)(B+1)
q−1
.
It follows that
t001=
t100x1
x0
=AB;
t101=x0−t100=(A−1)(B+1);
t000=x0−t001−1=
AB+q(A−B)−2q+1
q−1
;
t011=
t101x1
x0
=(q−1) AB;
t111=x1−t101−1=(q−1) AB−(A−B).
We have
T=m.T.+m0T0+m1T1,
where T. is the identity matrix,
T0(cX)=˛c0, X=.(A−1)(B+1)q−1 qc.+AB+q(A−B)−2q+1q−1 c0+(A−1)(B+1)q−1 c1, X=0
ABc0+(A−1)(B+1) c1, X=1
T1(cX)=˛c1, X=.ABc0+(A−1)(B+1) c1, X=0
qABc.+(q−1) ABc0+((q−1) AB−A+B) c1, X=1.
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TABLE I
Eigenvalues for Th, Totally Singular Points
Vector T. T0 T1
x1 1 (A−1)(B+1) q/(q−1) qAB
x2 1 −B−1 B
x3 1 A−1 −A
Set
x1=c.+c0+c1,
x2=qA(A−1) c.−(q−1) Ac0+(A−1) c1,
and
x3=qB(B+1) c.+(q−1) Bc0−(B+1) c1.
A straightforward computation shows that x1, x2, and x3 are simultaneous
eigenvectors for T0 and T1 with eigenvalues as shown in Table I.
Set X1=Ox1P, X2=Ox2(b) : b ¥XP, and X3=Ox3(b) : b ¥XP. Then X1,
X2, and X3 are eigenspaces for T and X=X1+X2+X3.
Proposition 4.1. (1) If v ¥ Xi, then T(v)=liv where
li=˛m.+x0m0+x1m1, i=1m.−m0−B(m0−m1), i=2
m.−m0+A(m0−m1), i=3.
(2) Moreover,
dim Xi=˛1, i=1qA(qB+1)(A−1)(q−1)(A+B) , i=2
qB(B+1)(qA−1)
(q−1)(A+B)
, i=3.
Proof. The assertion about li follows from the previous discussion.
We have
dim X=dim X1+dim X2+dim X3
=1+dim X2+dim X3, and
Tr T=m.x=l1+l2dim X2+l3dim X3.
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These equations hold when U is the set of singular 2-spaces, that is, when
m0=1 and m1=0. Set mi=dim Xi. Therefore
x0−(B+1) m2+(A−1) m3=0,
and
1+m2+m3=x.
It follows that
m2=
qA(qB+1)(A−1)
(q−1)(A+B)
m3=
qB(B+1)(qA−1)
(q−1)(A+B)
. L
5. TOTALLY SINGULAR SUBSPACES
Lemma 5.1. Let l(n, k) denote the number of k-subspaces of n-space,
s(n, k) the number of totally singular k-subspaces of n-space, and n(n, k) the
number of non-degenerate k-subspaces of n-space.
(1) s(n, k) l(k, 1)=s(n, 1) s(n−2, k−1).
(2) n(n, k) s(k, 1)=s(n, 1) n(n−2, k−2) qn−k.
Proof. To prove the first statement, count the number of pairs (U, x)
where U is a totally singular k-subspace and x is a totally singular point in
U in the two obvious ways. To prove the second by a similar argument, it
is necessary to note that if x is a totally singular point and x ¥ U, where U
is a non-degenerate k-space, then U+ is a non-degenerate n−k-subspace
of x+ . Thus (U++x)/x is a non-degenerate n−k-subspace of the non-
degenerate n−2 space x+/x. The number of such n−k-subspaces of x+/x
is n(n−2, k−2). For each choice of U++x, there are qn−k complements to
x, each of which corresponds to a different U. L
Since the number of totally singular points in n-space is given by
(qn/2−a−1)(qn/2−b+1)/(q−1), we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. (1) s(n, k)(qk−1)=(qn/2− a−1)(qn/2− b+1) s(n − 2,
k−1).
(2) n(n, k)(qk/2−a−1)(qk/2−b+1)=(qn/2−a−1)(qn/2−b+1) qn−kn(n−2,
k−2).
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Proposition 5.3. When U consists of totally singular subspaces,
l1=
qk−1
q−1
s(n−2, k−1)
l2=
A−qk−1
A−1
s(n−2, k−1)
l3=
B+qk−1
B+1
s(n−2, k−1).
Proof.
m.=s(n−2, k−1),
m0=s(n−4, k−2)=
qk−1−1
(A−1)(B+1)
m.,
and
m1=0.
Therefore
l1=11+ qq−1 (qk−1−1)2 m.=q
k−1
q−1
m.,
l2=11−qk−1−1A−1 2 m.=A−q
k−1
A−1
m.,
l3=11+qk−1−1B+1 2 m.=B+q
k−1
B+1
m.. L
It is apparent that l1 ] 0 and l3 ] 0 whenever 1 [ k [ n/2. ThereforeM
is nonsingular if and only if l2 ] 0. We have l2=0 exactly when qk−1=A,
that is, when k−1=n/2−a−1. In other words, when k=n/2−a.
If V is symplectic, orthogonal of + type, or unitary of even dimension,
then a=0, soM is singular if and only if k=n/2.
If V is orthogonal or unitary of odd dimension, then a=1/2, so M is
singular if and only if k=(n−1)/2.
If V is orthogonal of − type, then a=1, so M is singular if and only if
k=n/2−1.
6. NON-DEGENERATE SUBSPACES
Proposition 6.1. Suppose U consists of non-degenerate subspaces. Then
the respective eigenvalues li on the spaces Xi described above are
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l1=
q2AB−K2+qK(AŒ−BŒ)
q−1
n(n−2, k−2)
l2=
(AK−AŒ)(AŒK+B)
AŒ(A−1) n(n−2, k−2)
l3=
(BK−BŒ)(BŒK+A)
BŒ(B+1) n(n−2, k−2).
Proof. We have m.=n(n, k) s(k, 1)/s(n, 1), m0=n(n, k) s(k, 2)/
s(n, 2), and m1=n(n−2, k−2).
m.=
s(k, 1) s(n, 2)
s(k, 2) s(n, 1)
m0
=
(qn/2−1−a−1)(qn/2−1−b+1)
(qk/2−1−aŒ−1)(qk/2−1−bŒ+1)
m0
=
(A−1)(B+1)
(AŒ/K−1)(BŒ/K+1) m0,
where K=q(n−k)/2, AŒ=qn/2−1−aŒ, and BŒ=qn/2−1−bŒ. [aŒ and bŒ depend on
the type of the k-space.]
We have
m0=
(AŒ−K)(BŒ+K)
(A−1)(B+1) K2
m.=
(AŒ−K)(BŒ+K)
(A−1)(B+1)
m1,
and
m.=qn−km1=K2m1.
Therefore,
l1=m.+m0x0+m1x1
=
q2AB−K2+qK(AŒ−BŒ)
q−1
m1
l2=m.−(B+1) m0+Bm1
=1K2−(AŒ−K)(BŒ+K)
A−1
+B2 m1
=
(AK−AŒ)(AŒK+B)
AŒ(A−1) m1
l3=m.+(A−1) m0−Am1
=1K2+(AŒ−K)(BŒ+K)
B+1
−A2 m1
=
(BK−BŒ)(BŒK+A)
BŒ(B+1) m1. L
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Corollary 6.2. If U consists of nondegenerate spaces and 2 [ k < n
then eitherM is non-singular or one of the following is true.
(1) k=2 and U consists of orthogonal 2-spaces of − -type.
(2) k=n−1 and V is either orthogonal or unitary.
(3) k=n−2, V is orthogonal, and the orthogonal complement of a
member of U is an orthogonal 2-space of − -type.
Conversely,M is singular in each of these situations.
Proof. If members of U contain no totally singular points, then M=0
and the first condition holds. We may therefore assume that members of U
contain totally singular points. We have that M is singular if and only if
li ] 0 for some i ¥ {1, 2, 3}.
In all cases, l1 > 0 because l1 is a sum of positive integers. Since k \ 2,
we have l2=0 exactly when AK=AŒ and l3=0 exactly when BK=BŒ.
The condition AK=AŒ is equivalent to aŒ+(n−k)/2=a, or k=n−
2(a−aŒ). Similarly, the condition BK=BŒ is equivalent to bŒ+(n−k)/2
=b, or k=n−2(b−bŒ).
In the symplectic case, we have a=aŒ=0, so AK=AŒ only when n=k.
In the unitary case, we have 0 [ a [ 1/2 and 0 [ aŒ [ 1/2, so n−2(a−aŒ)
\ n−1. Thus l2 and l3 are non-zero whenever k [ n−2, and M is nonsin-
gular in this case. Suppose k=n−1. We have aŒ−a=b−bŒ=±1/2, so
either AK=AŒ or BK=BŒ. Either way,M is singular.
In the orthogonal case, since 0 [ a [ 1 and 0 [ aŒ [ 1, we have that l2
and l3 are non-zero (whence M is nonsingular) whenever k < n−2. The
argument for k=n−1 is the same as in the unitary case. Suppose k=n−2.
If U and V are of the same type, then a=aŒ and b=bŒ, whence AK=AŒ
if and only if k=n. If U and V are of different types, then aŒ−a=
b−bŒ=±1, so either AK=AŒ or BK=BŒ. Either way, M is singular.
L
7. PROOF OF THE FIRST COROLLARY
Let G be a finite group with K and P subgroups. Let U denote the set of
cosets of K and X the set of cosets of P. Let H denote the incidence matrix
of X with U. LetW=1GK be the permutation module (over C). Let {wu} be
a permutation basis of W. Let P be the stabilizer of x ¥X and let U(x) be
the collection of those members of U intersecting x. By vx we denote the
vector ; u ¥U(x) wu. We consider the submodule of W generated by the
G-orbit of vx. We observe that v
G
x is spanned by the vectors vy, where
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y ¥X. We now want to know when this set is linearly independent. So
suppose that
0= C
y ¥X
ayvy
= C
y ¥X
ay C
u ¥U(y)
wu
= C
u ¥U
1 C
y ¥ u
ay 2 wu.
Now ;y ¥ u ay=0 for all u ¥U if and only if
H t[ay]=0,
where [ay] is a column vector. So {v
G
x } is linearly independent if and only
if H has full rank. Since P fixes the vector vx, this implies that {v
G
x } is
isomorphic to 1GP . So we have shown that:
Lemma 7.1. If H has full rank |G : P|, then 1GP embeds in 1
G
K.
Since M and H have the same rank (via an elementary linear algebra
argument), Corollary 1.2 follows in all cases for in the two possibilities
allowed (1GK, 1
G
P)=2.
For comparison we include a purely character theoretic proof of the
totally singular case of Corollary 1.2 (as well as the linear case). See
[GLMS] for a slightly stronger result in the linear case.
Lemma 7.2. Let G be an almost simple classical group. If G is linear,
assume that G does not contain a graph automorphism. Let Pj denote the
stabilizer of a totally singular j-dimensional subspace of the natural module V
for G. Then 1GP1 embeds in 1
G
Pj unless G is not linear and j is maximal.
Proof. Let W be the Weyl group of G and Wi the corresponding para-
bolic subgroup of G. Because of the correspondence between irreducible
constituents of 1GB with B a Borel subgroup of G and those ofW (cf. [CR],
68.24), it suffices to prove that 1WW1 embeds in 1
W
Wj .
If G is linear, then (1WW1 , 1
W
W1 )=2=(1
W
W1 , 1
W
Wj ). Since the trivial character
only occurs once in 1WWj , the result follows.
In the remaining cases, (1WW1 , 1
W
W1 )=3=(1
W
W1 , 1
W
Wj ) for j not maximal. The
trivial character occurs once in each permutation character. Let q denote
the character of the reflection representation of W. Since Wj is a maximal
parabolic subgroup of W, we know that q|Wj=1 À qj where qj is the
reflection representation of Wj. Thus, q also occurs precisely once in each
1WWj . It follows that the remaining irreducible constituent of 1
W
W1 occurs in
1WWj for every non-maximal j. L
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8. THE MINIMAL GENUS OF A CLASSICAL GROUP
We now come to our second corollary. Let k be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p \ 0. Let G be a finite group, P a core free subgroup
of G of index n and let x1, ..., xr ¥ G be generators of G whose product is
one. The index of xi is defined as ind(xi)=n−orb(xi) where orb(xi) is the
number of gi-orbits on the cosets of P. In characteristic 0, we can compute
the genus g of (P, x1, ..., xr) via the Riemann–Hurwitz formula
2(n+g−1)=C
r
i=1
ind(xi).
By Riemann’s existence theorem this group theoretic data comes from a
genus g covering of the Riemann sphere with monodromy group G.
By minimal genus of G we mean the minimum genus taken over all
(P, x1, ..., xr). By the minimal composition factor genus of a nonabelian
simple group S we shall mean the minimal genus of a group G such that
Fg(G)=S t for some integer t \ 1. Denote this by l(S). Let lŒ(S) denote
the minimum of the minimal genus of all almost simple groups with
socle S. By [GT] the minimal genus is realized on a primitive action.
In [GT] Guralnick and Thompson initiated a program to classify all
primitive genus zero actions in characteristic 0 that are not of the type
where (Fg(G), Fg(P))=(Altn, Altn−1). As a first step we need to identify
all pairs (Fg(G), P) that can occur.
By a recent reduction theorem of Guralnick [G2] that is valid for all
characteristics, it follows that one of the following occurs:
(1) l(S)=lŒ(S);
(2) l(S)=lŒ(S)−1; or
(3) l(S)=0 and lŒ(S)=2.
Moreover, the reduction theorem indicates that in the last 2 cases, the
minimal genus will be realized in an affine action. Since essentially all genus
zero affine actions (in characteristic 0) have been classified [N], all possi-
bilities in the last case can be analyzed. In the second case, the reduction
theorem also gives more information. In all cases, knowing lŒ(S) tightly
constrains the possibilities for l(S).
If p=0, the sporadic groups and the exceptional groups of Lie type that
occur as genus zero composition factors have been classified in [M, FM1]
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respectively. The alternating groups are being investigated by Guralnick
and Shareshian to determine which actions are genus zero actions. By
[FM] it is known that only finitely many classical groups can be genus
zero composition factors. However the exact list is still unknown. The
difficulty in eliminating classical groups from the list of possible genus zero
composition factors lies in the amount of case analysis involved and in
the asymptotic nature of the fixed point ratio estimates that go into the
calculations. Our corollary shows that the minimal genus of a classical
group is achieved on a restricted set of possible actions. In a subsequent
paper we hope to restrict that set of actions further and show that with a
very small number of exceptions, the minimal genus in characteristic 0 is
achieved on the action on totally singular 1-spaces (1-spaces in the linear
case).
In positive characteristic, there is a more complicated version of the
Riemann–Hurwitz formula (cf. [G2]). Fortunately, we will use a represen-
tation theoretic interpretation of the genus which allows to apply
Corollary 1.2.
Suppose that f: XQ Y is a Galois cover with group of deck transforma-
tions G. Let JX be the Jacobian of X and let JX[a] be the a-torsion points
of JX. Note that JX is a characteristic a module. The action of G induces an
action on JX and hence on JX[a]. The following result is elementary and
well known.
Lemma 8.1 [FV]. If a is prime, (a, |G|)=1, and P a subgroup of G then
2g(X/P)=dim(JX[a]P).
Corollary 8.2. If P, K < G, such that 1GP is a submodule of 1
G
K, then
g(X/P) [ g(X/K).
Proof. By the lemma above
2g(X/P)=dim(JX[a]P)
=(JX[a]|P, 1P)
=(JX[a], 1GP)
[ (JX[a], 1GK)
=(JX[a], 1K)
=dim(JX[a]K)
=2g(X/K). L
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Note that if G acts primitively on a set of subspaces of V, then this
action is equivalent to the action on a set of spaces that are either all totally
singular or all nondegenerate, combining the corollary with Corollary 1.2
yields Corollary 1.3 except in the case where G is linear, induces a graph
automorphism on the simple group, and the action is on flags of type
k, d−k or on pairs of complementary k, d−k-spaces. To handle this final
case we argue as follows:
Lemma 8.3. Let A be a finite group with G a subgroup of index 2. LetM
be a maximal subgroup of A not contained in G such that M 5 G is properly
contained in a maximal subgroup U of G. Assume thatM contains no normal
subgroup of G and that U does not contain the derived subgroup of G.
Suppose that f: ZQ Y is a Galois branched cover of smooth projective curves
with monodromy group A. Let X=Z/M, XŒ=Z/U, and YŒ=Z/G.
(1) If g(YŒ)=0, then g(X) \ g(XŒ).
(2) If g(YŒ)=1, then g(X) \ ind(s, G/U)/2 for some nontrivial s ¥ G.
(3) If g(YŒ) > 1, then g(X) \ |G : U|−2.
Proof. Let T be the a-torsion module of the Jacobian of Z for some a
not dividing |A|.
Let g ¥M0G. Note that since g2 ¥ G 5M [ U 5 Ug, g interchanges U
and Ug. SinceM does not contain U, U ] Ug.
Thus, g interchanges CT(U) and CT(Ug) and the intersection of these two
subspaces is the set of fixed points of OU, UgP=G. Thus, dim CT(M)
\ dim CT(U)−dim CT(G) or equivalently, g(X) \ g(XŒ)−g(YŒ). This
proves the result when g(YŒ)=0.
Suppose that g(YŒ) > 1. By the Riemann–Hurwitz formula, g(XŒ)−1
\ d(g(YŒ)−1), where d=|G : U|. So g(X) \ (d−1) (g(YŒ)−1) \ d−1, as
required.
Finally consider the case that g(YŒ)=1. Since U does not contain the
derived subgroup of G, XŒ cannot be unramified over the elliptic curve YŒ.
Again, by the Riemann–Hurwitz formula, g(XŒ)−1 \ ind(s, G/U)/2 for
some nontrivial element s of G. This completes the proof. L
The proof of the next result lemma requires characteristic 0 in the use of
Riemann’s existence theorem.
Lemma 8.4. Let G be an almost simple group with socle S acting primi-
tively on a set W of cardinality d. Let s be a nontrivial element of G. There
exists a subgroup G1 of G containing S and a 3-point branch cover of
f: XQ P1C of degree d with monodromy group G1 so that g(X) [ ind(s)/2.
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Proof. By [GK], there exists t ¥ S so that G1 :=Os, tP contains S. By
Riemann’s Existence Theorem, there exists a Galois cover f: ZQ P1 with
Galois group G1 with 3 branch points with inertia groups generated by s, t
and (st)−1. Let H be the stabilizer in G1 of a point of W (note that G1 is
transitive on W since G is primitive). By the Riemann–Hurwitz formula,
the genus of X :=Z/H satisfies 2(|G1 : H|+g(X)−1)=ind(s)+ind(t)+
ind((st)−1). Since ind(u) < |G1 : H|, this implies that g(X) [ ind(s)/2. L
Applying Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4 to the case that Fg(A)=Ln(q), G=
A 5 CLn(q) and [A : G]=2, then (in characteristic 0) the genus on the
stabilizer of a pair of subspaces of complementary dimensions is at least as
great as the genus of the subgroup of index 2 on the corresponding para-
bolic (and so at least the genus on 1-spaces) unless the action is also primi-
tive for the simple group. This completes the proof of Corollary 1.3 in
characteristic 0.
One can give a different argument based on fixed point ratios to show
that Corollary 1.3 holds in all characteristics. We will give the details of
this argument elsewhere. See [G2] for an analog of Lemma 8.4 in positive
characteristic.
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